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Public Housing is very important in Hong Kong. About 50% Hong Kong population is living in Hong Kong 
Housing Authority built public housing. However, some of the old public housing is far behind the current living 
standard. Does it mean these low income populations has to stand the low living standard? 
Moreover, the tiny area of housing flat becomes an important issue to the expansion of a family. It is veryi 
difficult for a family of 4 adults to live in a little unit. It implies a problem when children grow up and live withf 
parents. 
On the other hand, unlike other places such as Singapore, Hong Kong government likes to knock down t M 
demoded public housing and rebuild standardized tower blocks. The government ignores the social connectivity f 
in that particular area. Is there any other alternatives rather than this redevelop model? 
Thus, the purpose of this thesis is to explore new and updated living conditions as a way to revitalize thes： 
demoded public housings by using the existing structure of the particular housing type. 
0.2 Content j 
l i 
The thesis will be divided into two main parts. The first part will be focused on the research of living area <S 
various Hong Kong public housing types, precedent studies and the possible preliminary design. 
The second part will be focused on the programme, circulation possibilities and unit organization. The aim 
the design is to expand the existing unit area, to fulfill the general household composition of Hong Kong ar 




Observation & Argument 
1.1 Background History 
After the Second World War, many Hong Kong 
residents returned, who were escaped to Mainland 
China or other places. But there was no place to 
live, everything was collapsed and ruined. Although 
thousands of squatters were built, they were not 
safe nor enough to accomodate too many refugees. 
Furthermore, because the Shek Kip Mei fire, which 
ruined squatters for more than 50,000 people. 
Therefore, Hong Kong government started to build 
collective houses to solve the problem. 
Thus, from 1950s to 1970s, Mark I to Mark IV public 
housing series were built to tackle the shortage of 
accomodation. However, as these types of public 
housing exist very few in Hong Kong, so I would not 
take these into my studies. From 1970s to mid-1980s 
slab type public housing was built. Afterwards, towei 
block was adopted as the building model before th« 
stop of public housing construction in the beginning 
of 2000s because of government policy. 
PO 
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2 Building Types & Site Organization 
In the following study, research would be focused on 
Slab Block, Twin Tower, H-Type, Linear Type, Trident, 
Harmony, Concord and a typical private residential 
housing for the comparison of building form, typical 
unit combination and the average living area, etc. 
From the example of site arrangement of specific 
type of public housing, there are 3 points can be 
observed. 
First, from the linear slab block, a courtyard were 
enclosed by the arrangement of 3 blocks. It creates 
a community within the estate. 
Second, the other types built before mid of 
1980s, blocks were located along the surrounding 
or even consider itself in respect to the natural 
environment. 
Third, starting from trident type, most of the tower 
block buildings were located along one direction to 
maximize the benefit of that estate or equalised 
the condition of flats in the same orientation. 
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1.3 Building Form & Block Organization 
After the Mark Series, slab block, twin tower, H-type 
and linear type were built. They have a parallel wall 
system. At 1970s, since the construction method was 
quite simple. In order to save money to construct on 
site, a slab type was widely used. 
As the constrcution technology was improved and 
the construction cost getting cheaper in Mainland 
China comparative with Hong Kong. Tower Type was 
widely used after mid-80s by using precast module 
made in China. It was not only happened in public 
housing construction but also on private housing. 
Basically, the plan of all building types are formed 
by one or more modules for specified number of 
persons and combined into simple geometry and 
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1.4 Comparison of Typical Unit Combinations 
From the comparison of isometric volume and unit 
area of the various typical housing. It is observed 
that the typical unit of Slab Block, Twin Tower and 
H-type are subdivided within a rectangular box to 
provide the minimal sanitary fittings, cooking area 
and living area. Each place has multi-function. 
But starting from Linear Type, each functional area 
are clearly defined at the design stage. Such as 
living room, dinning room, washroom, bedroom 
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1.5 Comparison of Average Living Area 
There are some figures analysed from the statistics 
of Hong Kong Housing Authority and a few points 
can be concluded from these figures. 
The left column is about the average living area per 
person proposed in the completed year. First, within 
each housing type, when the number of living person 
increased, the average living area decreased. This 
is because the total living area does not increase 
in proportion with the increase of number of living 
person. Second, the average living area is increasing 
from the old housing slab block to the latest 
standardised concord tower. 
From the statistic of HKHA in 2006, there are 3.1 
persons in a household in all Hong Kong residential 
unit. Therefore, the third column shows the average 
living area per person in recent situation. First, the 
average area is also increasing from the old Slab 
Block housing to the latest Concord tower. Second, 
the average living area of Slab Block is less than 
half of the private residential building for the same 
number of living persons. 
By comparison of the past and recent data, the right 
column is resulted. The average living area of a family 
of 3 persons is considered as the common factor 
in a simple calculation. Such as the case of Slab 
Block, 4.7sq.m for each person in a family of 6 in the 
proposed year is increased to 9.1sq.m in a family o丨 
3 persons in 2006. That means the number of livinc 
person is reduced by 50% but the relative increase 
in the average living area is less than twice. By the 
same token, an abnormal condition is happened oi: 
Twin Tower and H-type as well. 
By the above reasons, it is concludes 
that Slab Block, Twin Tower an丨 
H'Type are necessary to improve t 
fulfill the current living standard. 
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2. Precedent Studies 
2.1 Overview of precedent cases 
Before going into the exploration of new public 
housing system, there are some studies of several 
cases about the overall circulation system and the 
internal subdivision. 
Unlike the traditional circulation system in Hong 
Kong, that is a major core with lift and staircase to 
access all horizontal circulation in every floor. There 
are different circulation system in the cases. They 
have a major vertical circulation and supplementary 
staircases, but the horizontal circulation exists every 
3-floors, 2-floors, alternative wings or in random 
pattern. 
Most units are in two levels, therefore, internal 
staircase would be provided. Moreover, most units 
are subdivided clearly with different functions. 
Apart from the above, different cases have different 
characteristics, such as void, sky garden, split level, 
external staircases to connect different levels, etc. 
In the following studies, it will be focus on the next i 
cases. From its circulation system, block organizatior 
and the internal circulation, etc. Some new ways tc 
revitalize high-rise building could be found. Moreover 
there are cases of double loaded and single loaded 
the way in stacking unit are different. 
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2.2 Immeuble-Villas by Le Corbusier 
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3.1 Features of the 3 Housing Types 
Like typical Hong Kong high-wise buildings, the 
3 housing types have a central core with lift and 
staircase and assist with staircases at two ends as 
vertical circulation which connected with corridors at 
every floors. 
These 3 housing types are in parrallel shear walls 
system, modules combined and arranged in one or 
more directions and alocate corridors in between or 
aside. 
From Slab Block, it is double loaded and all module 
size are the same. It has a simple linear rectangular 
geometry. From Twin Tower, a T-like structural 
element is attached at the internal part of shear 
walls, it forms a big opening at each dwelling when it 
is observed from the courtyard. On certain stances, 
it is over provided. From H-Type, two broken shear 
walls are organized in between two continuous shear 
wall. Therefore, a combination of two units would be 
quite simple without ruin any structural element. 
Lastly, because of the continuous repetitive pattern 
of modules, long corridor does exist in all cases. 
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3.2 Existing Conditions of the 3 Housing Types 
As to further develop the new design of Slab Block, 
Twin Tower and H-Type, to study the existing 
structural condition would be very important. 
It is obvious that these 3 housing types have a 
parallel wall system, in one or more directions. In 
Slab Block, the shear walls are continuous and has a 
double loaded corridor. In Twin Tower, it has a single 
loaded corridor and a big opening in each unit. In 
H-type, two broken shear walls in between two 
continuous shear walls. While Twin Tower and H-Type 
has enclosed two courtyard or a semi-open courtyard 
but slab block doesn't enclose any courtyard. Also, 
all of them has a sense of long corridor. 
33 
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3.3 Ways to revitalize 
As the 3 housing types have a regular dwelling 
pattern, the easiest way to improve the existing 
condition would be to double the unit size vertically 
or horizontally. By the operations of Remove, Add 
or Reorganize. 
Expended Horizontally Reorganize 
Expended Vertically 35 
Remove 
Existing Unit Condition 
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New Circulation 
^Preliminary Studies of Possibilities of Slab Block 
rcn the precedent studies, the 3 existing housing 
yps could be adopted some of these circulation 
v5em or unit organization. 
lun as Slab block, it is a double loaded housing 
yp. Refer to the studies, L'Unite D'Habit, could be 
h却ted exactly. That means, the horrizontal public 
iriilation exists every 3 floors and units occupied 
n and a half level. Therefore, one unit would be 
iptair from the public circulation and the other 
/aid be downstair from the public circulation. 
\ 










3.4 Preliminary Studies of Possibilities of H-Type 
In this case, due to the structural module, it might 
be large enough to provide a double height balcony 
in a stacked unit. Therefore, Immeuble Villas, could 
be adopted by H-Type Housing. 
However, since the structura! element of H-Type , 
leads to a horizontal combination, which would be 
more natural and economic efficient. 
37 
^Preliminary Studies of Possibilities of Twin Tower 
I lis case, whale housing was adopted. Therefore, 
ijiizontal public circulation might be exist. However, 
hi circulation system actually could have more 
；nations and grouping. Therefore, this thesis would 
ieurther study in Twin Tower. 
New Circulation 
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4.1 Hong Kong Household Distribution 
From the household distribution in Hong Kong, the 
distribution of family size was grasped. Thus, single 
unit is suitable for 1-2 persons, double unit is suitable 
for 3-5 persons and triple unit is suitable for more 
than 5 persons family. 
By this and the range of area of Twin tower in the 
following page, a series of unit combinations were 
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ELEMANTARY UNIT AREA 
Single Unit [ 1-2 Persons】 
DcHJble Unit [ 3-5 Persons ] 
Triple Unit [>5Persons) 
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5. Circulation & Communal Space 
5.1 Circulation Possibilities 
From the unit combinations, a series of circulation 
system is created. 
In Option 1, circulation exists in alternative wing, 
however, it is lack of horizontal connection. 
In Option 2, circulation exists every 3 floors, therefore, 
connection exist only within these 3 floors. 
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Option 1 - Circulation in alternative wing 
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Option 3 - Plug-in communal area 
5. Circulation & Communal Space 
5.2 Additional Communal Area Possibilities 
In Twin Tower, there are no communal space provided 
for the residents. Most of the area is contributed for 
units, service area and circulation. 
Therefore, additional communal space should be 
provided by using the existing units, use of atrium 
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5. Circulation & Communal Space 
5.3 Grouping Possibilities 
By using the possibilities of circulation system and 
additional communal area, a series of grouping 
possibilities could be found. 
They are seperated into groups in 
4 layers repeatedly or a mixed no 
of the nature of units. 
2 layers, 3 layers, 
,of layers because 
47 
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every 3 layers 48 
Group with 
every 4 layers 
Group divided in 
3 levels 
6. Final Design 
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6.2 Unit Distribution 
From the previous study, we need signle unit, double 
unit and triple unit in the new redevelopment. 
However, it may not be flexible to adopt different 
kinds of family structure. Therefore, based on the 
appropriate unit proportion with additional communal 
area, some other unit size in between the 3 basic 
types are created. They are one and a half unit, two 
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6.3 Design Scheme 
View from Lift Lobby to Communal platform 
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6.3 Design Scheme 
View on Communal Platform 
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6.3 Design Scheme 
View from Kitchen to Communal Platfrom 
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6.3 Design Scheme 
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Type 4a : 
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6.3 Design Scheme I 
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Type 4b 
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6.4 Types of Units 
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6.4 Types of Units 
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6.4 Types of Units 
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